The Main Objective
easier said than done

EASIER SAID THAN DONE
My Perception

Science  Regulation  Reality

Compliance
Yours
NJPDES

P = pollutant

D = discharge

E = elimination
BORED AT WORK?
Boundless opportunities all around the office.
Bored At Work
swimmable
drinkable
& Enforcers

& Compliance Assistants

& Educators

& Customer Servers
Read and Understand Your Permit and the Regulations

NOT

Bovine

Scatology
Communication

Call, Write and Notify

877 927 - 6337
877 WARNDEP

www.nj.gov/dep/enforcement
Sampling is like Voting

Do it early

Do it often

Empirical Data
Be proactive not reactive

Let us know in advance

CALL YOUR CASE MANAGER

ASK QUESTIONS
Operate and maintain
to protect
Public Health
Safety
Welfare
And the Environment
Affirmative Defenses

**MANDATORY MONTHLY REPORTING**

**SERIOUS VIOLATIONS**

**SIGNIFICANT NON-COMPLIER**

Mandatory Action

Upset

Bypass

Lab Error

Preapproved Maintenance Activity
Bryan C. Barrett
Water Compliance and Enforcement

609 439-6355

bryan.barrett@dep.nj.gov